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HOW LONG THE TRAINING LASTS

1 day (5 hours)

YOU WANT TO LEARN MORE 

about the training or you are interested in other training please contact us: 

szkolenia@cadprojekt.com.pl or call: tel. +48 505 138 863

The courses are organized by CAD Projekt K&A under the conditions specified in the training regulations.

Offer update date: 03.07.2023

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN

During the training you will learn how to create realistic visualizations. We know how important it is to 

practice, that's why during our trainings you will work and learn on a specific project, so you can easily 

apply the acquired knowledge in your work. At the end you will receive a personal certificate, 

confirming the skills you have acquired. 

Training Render PRO

ISSUES YOU WILL LEARN ABOUT

ź preliminary issues and preparation of the group for training

ź analysis of the interior design, on the basis of which the training will be carried out

ź properties of materials - discussion of parameter settings

ź adding custom textures

ź light in the project - settings and properties: halogens, spot light, sunlight, emission surfaces, 

backlights

ź night scene setup

ź Basic Render - application

ź Rendering Path tracing - discussion of module functions

ź scene setting

ź saving views

ź framing a scene

ź using camera angles

ź tripartite grid

ź execution of photorealistic visualization, recording of images after Path tracing calculations

ź discussion of the use of color tones

ź filters - how to use

ź setting up a daylight scene

ź taking a spherical photo - 360° panorama

ź making visualization with the use of depth of field

ź making a record of visualization of several views simultaneously

ź discussing the functions and how to save the project as an AVI movie

RENDER PRO - PATH TRACING METHOD

WHERE IT IS HELD

stationary in Poznan or live online
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